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Net Zero Waste Manager
Favorite Animal

ABOUT ME



Energy Water Waste

In 2018, CZBG launched the goals to be Net-Zero Energy, Water, and
Waste by 2025

NET ZERO INITIATIVES

Produce more
electric energy via

solar than we
consume from the

grid

Collect and reuse
every drop of water

that falls on our
campus

Divert 90% or more
of our waste from

the landfill
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Building community resiliency

Existing 1.56 MW array + a few smaller ones
2 MW array in development - Bamboo
Microgrid with battery storage
25 MW array, land lease
Refining utility data collection, metering, and controls
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ENERGY PROJECTS





Reducing pressure on CSO and city water demand

Implementation of 500,000 gallons worth of storm water collection and filtration systems
About 1 million gallons of storm water collection and reuse going under the new elephant
habitat
Refining utility data collection, metering, and controls
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WATER PROJECTS



Diverting waste from the landfill through reduction, reuse, and recycling

Determining a route for composting back-of-house animal waste, with goal to use/sell
product
Establishing a process to make all events at CZBG zero waste
Standardizing back-of-house waste infrastructure, signage, education
Institutionalizing specialty recycling initiatives into park operations
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WASTE PROJECTS



ORGANIC WASTE

Harp Renewables

AEROBIC DIGESTER TRIAL

Does not include guest related
organic waste

Only a few hundred pounds is
food from operations

2.5 TONS PER DAY





NEXT STEPS

Run manure samples 
< 500 sq ft pile
test leachate, material as it
sits and processes
Operational / hauling needs?
Processing needs?
How will the amendment
affect our soil?

BOWYER FARM - WARREN
COUNTY

SECOND CX5 TRIAL YEAR



EARTH DAY @ CZBG
Saturday 4/22
Tabling Event
Various tables related to conservation at CZBG and local organizations with
values aligned with Earth Day ideals
Will be further advertised on social media closer to the date


